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The Force of Reason and the Logic of Force Mar 29 2020 The Force of Reason and the
Logic of Force investigates the concept of force through various 'episodes' in the
history of philosophy. The author argues that force arises on the basis of the
distinction of reality and mere appearance. The book looks at figures who reduce
force to something other than itself as well as figures who develop a 'logic of
force' that allows them to trace the operation of force without such a reduction.
The Edge of Reason Mar 21 2022 An urgent defense of reason, the essential method
for resolving—or even discussing—divisive issues: “A timely masterpiece.”—Patricia
S. Churchland, author of Touching a Nerve Reason, long held as the highest human
achievement, is under siege. According to Aristotle, the capacity for reason sets
us apart from other animals, yet today it has ceased to be a universally admired
faculty. Rationality and reason have become political, disputed concepts, subject
to easy dismissal. Julian Baggini argues eloquently that we must recover our reason
and reassess its proper place, neither too highly exalted nor completely maligned.
Rationality does not require a cold, sterile worldview—it simply involves the
application of critical thinking wherever thinking is needed. Addressing such major

areas of debate as religion, science, politics, psychology, and economics, the
author calls for commitment to the notion of a “community of reason,” where
disagreements are settled by debate and discussion, not brute force or political
power. Baggini’s insightful book celebrates the power of reason, our best
hope—indeed our only hope—for dealing with the intractable quagmires of our time.
“The toxic gloating of ‘gut feelings,’ hateful politics and heart-over-head attacks
on good sense urgently need an antidote. Baggini has risen to the
occasion…compelling.”—Patricia S. Churchland, author of Conscience: The Origins of
Moral Intuition
Excerpt from the Doctrine of Reason Jul 13 2021 First published in 1752, Excerpt
from the Doctrine of Reason [Auszug aus der Vernunftlehre] was written as a
textbook and widely adopted by many 18th-century German instructors, but most
notably by Immanuel Kant. For forty years Kant used the Excerpts as the basis of
his lectures on logic making extensive notes on his copy of the text. More than a
text on formal logic, Excerpt from the Doctrine of Reason covers epistemology and
the elements of thought and language Meier believed made human understanding
possible. Working across the two dominant intellectual forces in modern philosophy,
the rationalist and the empiricist traditions, Meier's work was also instrumental
to the introduction of English philosophy into Germany; he was among the first
German philosophers to study John Locke's philosophy in depth. This complete
English translation of Meier's influential textbook is introduced by Riccardo Pozzo
and enhanced by a glossary and a concordance correlating Meier's arguments to
Kant's logic lectures, the related Reflexionen and the Jäsche Logic of 1800 - the
text considered of fundamental importance to Kant's philosophy. For scholars of
Kant, Locke and the German Enlightenment, this valuable translation and its
accompanying material presents the richest source of information available on Meier
and his 18th-century work.
Reason and Explanation Aug 26 2022 In this new explanationist account of epistemic
justification, Poston argues that the explanatory virtues provide all the materials
necessary for a plausible account of justified belief. There are no purely
autonomous reasons. Rather reasons occur only within an explanatory coherent set of
beliefs.
Aspects of Reason Jun 24 2022 Grice contends that practical necessities are
established by derivation. This text allows a defence of the treatment of
necessity, also revealing how the construction of derivations can help to explain,
as well as justify, thought and action.
Moral Reason Dec 06 2020 Develops and defends a version of a desire-based,
internalist account of what normative reasons are, and counters it with an
internalist defense of universal moral reason built on Kant's formula of humanity.
The Life of Reason, critical edition, Volume 7 Oct 28 2022 Santayana argues that
instinct and imagination are crucial to the emergence of reason from chaos.
Santayana's Life of Reason, published in five books from 1905 to 1906, ranks as one
of the greatest works in modern philosophical naturalism. Acknowledging the natural
material bases of human life, Santayana traces the development of the human
capacity for appreciating and cultivating the ideal. It is a capacity he exhibits
as he articulates a continuity running through animal impulse, practical
intelligence, and ideal harmony in reason, society, art, religion, and science. The
work is an exquisitely rendered vision of human life lived sanely. In this first
book of the work, Santayana provides an account of how the human animal develops
instinct, passion, and chaotic experience into rationality and ideal life. Inspired
by Aristotle's De Anima, Darwin's evolutionary theory, and William James's The
Principles of Psychology, Santayana contends that the requirements of action in a
hazardous and uncertain environment are the sources of the development of mind.
More specifically, instinct and imagination are crucial to the emergence of reason
from chaos. Separating himself from the typical thought of the time by his

recognition of the imagination, Santayana in this volume offers extensive critiques
of various philosophies of mind, including those of Kant and the British
empiricists. This Critical Edition, volume VII of The Works of George Santayana,
includes a chronology, notes, bibliography, textual commentary, lists of variants,
and other tools useful to Santayana scholars. The other four books of the volume
include Reason in Society, Reason in Religion, Reason in Art, and Reason in
Science.
The Rise of Reason Oct 24 2019 Discusses major scientists and scientific issues
and discoveries of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
Reason and Value Jan 07 2021 Reason and Value collects 15 new papers by leading
contemporary philosophers on themes from the work of Joseph Raz. Raz has made major
contributions in a wide range of areas, including jurisprudence, political
philosophy, and the theory of practical reason; but all of his work displays a deep
engagement with central themes in moral philosophy. The subtlety and power of Raz's
reflections on ethical topics make his writings a fertile source for anyone working
in this area. Especially significant are his explorations of the connections
between practical reason and the theory of value, which constitute a sustained and
penetrating treatment of a set of issues at the very center of moral philosophy as
it is practiced today. The contributors to the volume acknowledge the importance of
Raz's contributions by engaging critically with his positions and offering
independent perspectives on the topics that he has addressed. The volume aims both
to honour Raz's accomplishments in the area of ethical theorizing, and to
contribute to an enhanced appreciation of the significance of his work for the
subject. Contributors: Michael E. Bratman, John Broome, Ruth Chang, Jonathan Dancy,
Harry Frankfurt, Ulrike Heuer, Philip Pettit, Peter Railton, Donald H. Regan, T. M.
Scanlon, Samuel Scheffler, Seana Valentine Shiffrin, Michael Smith, Michael
Stocker, Michael Thompson, R. Jay Wallace.
The Life of Reason; Or, the Phases of Human Progress Volume 1 Nov 17 2021 Unlike
some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical
Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos.
(2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the
original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations
to enjoy.
The Retreat of Reason Sep 22 2019 One of the main original aims of philosophy was
to give us guidance about how to live our lives. The ancient Greeks typically
assumed that a life led in accordance with reason, a rational life, would also be
the happiest or most fulfilling. Ingmar Persson's book resumes this project, which
has been largely neglected in contemporary philosophy. But his conclusions are very
different; by exploring the irrationality of our attitudes to time, our identity,
and our responsibility, Persson shows that the aim of living rationally conflicts
not only with the aim of leading the most fulfilling life, but also with the moral
aim of promoting the maximization and just distribution of fulfilment for all.
Persson also argues that neither the aim of living rationally nor any of the
fulfilment aims can be rejected as less rational than any other. We thus face a
dilemma of either having to enter a retreat of reason, insulated from everyday
attitudes, or making reason retreat from its aspiration to be the sole controller
of our attitudes. The Retreat of Reason explores three areas in which there is a
conflict between the rational life and a life dedicated to maximization of
fulfilment. Persson contends that living rationally requires us to give up, first,
our temporal biases; secondly, our bias towards ourselves; and, thirdly, our
responsibility to the extent that it involves the notion of desert and desertentailing notions. But giving up these attitudes is so overwhelmingly hard that the
effort to do so not only makes our own lives less fulfilling, but also obstructs

our efficient pursuit of the moral aim of promoting a maximum of justly distributed
fulfilment. Ingmar Persson brings back to philosophy the ambition of offering a
broad vision of the human condition. The Retreat of Reason challenges and disturbs
some of our most fundamental ideas about ourselves.
Kant on the Sources of Metaphysics Apr 10 2021 In the Critique of Pure Reason,
Kant famously criticizes traditional metaphysics and its proofs of immortality,
free will and God's existence. What is often overlooked is that Kant also explains
why rational beings must ask metaphysical questions about 'unconditioned' objects
such as souls, uncaused causes or God, and why answers to these questions will
appear rationally compelling to them. In this book, Marcus Willaschek reconstructs
and defends Kant's account of the rational sources of metaphysics. After carefully
explaining Kant's conceptions of reason and metaphysics, he offers detailed
interpretations of the relevant passages from the Critique of Pure Reason (in
particular, the 'Transcendental Dialectic') in which Kant explains why reason seeks
'the unconditioned'. Willaschek offers a novel interpretation of the Transcendental
Dialectic, pointing up its 'positive' side, while at the same time it uncovers a
highly original account of metaphysical thinking that will be relevant to
contemporary philosophical debates.
Critique of Pure Reason May 11 2021 Metaphysicians have for centuries attempted to
clarify the nature of the world and how rational human beings construct their ideas
of it. Materialists believed that the world (including its human component)
consisted of objective matter, an irreducible substance to which qualities and
characteristics could be attributed. Mindthoughts, ideas, and perceptionswas viewed
as a more sophisticated material substance. Idealists, on the other hand, argued
that the world acquired its reality from mind, which breathed metaphysical life
into substances that had no independent existence of their own. These two camps
seemed deadlocked until Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reason endeavored to show
that the most accurate theory of reality would be one that combined relevant
aspects of each position, yet transcended both to arrive at a more fundamental
metaphysical theory. Kant's synthesis sought to disclose how human reason goes
about constructing its experience of the world, thus intertwining objective simuli
with rational processes that arrive at an orderly view of nature.
Studies on the Abuse and Decline of Reason Nov 24 2019 "The studies of which this
book is the result have from the beginning been guided by and in the end confirmed
the somewhat old-fashioned conviction of the author that it is human ideas which
govern the development of human affairs," Hayek wrote in his notes in 1940. Indeed,
Studies on the Abuse and Decline of Reason remains Hayek’s greatest unfinished work
and is here presented for the first time under the expert editorship of Bruce
Caldwell. In the book, Hayek argues that the abuse and decline of reason was caused
by hubris, by man’s pride in his ability to reason, which in Hayek’s mind had been
heightened by the rapid advance and multitudinous successes of the natural
sciences, and the attempt to apply natural science methods in the social sciences.
Determined by Reasons May 23 2022 This book offers a new account of what it is to
act for a normative reason. The first part of the book introduces some popular
ideas and problems concerning causal and dispositional approaches of acting for
reasons. The author argues that the dispositional approach should take a certain
form that unites epistemic, volitional, and executional dispositions in a complex
normative competence. This "Normative Competence Account" allows for more and less
reflective ways of acting for normative reasons. The second part of the book
clarifies the relation between the normative reason that an agent acts for and his
or her motivating reasons. The chapters in this part refute the widely held
"identity view" that acting for a normative reason requires the normative reason to
be identical with a motivating reason. The author describes how normative reasons
are related to motivating reasons by a relation of correspondence, and proposes a
new understanding of how normative reasons explain those actions that are performed

for them. Determined by Reasons engages with current debates from a wide range of
different philosophical areas, including action theory, metaethics, moral
psychology, epistemology, and ontology, to develop a new account of normative
reasons.
The Function of Reason Mar 09 2021 This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true
to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Formation of Reason Dec 18 2021 In The Formation of Reason, philosophy
professor David Bakhurst utilizes ideas from philosopher John McDowell to develop
and defend a socio-historical account of the human mind. Provides the first
detailed examination of the relevance of John McDowell's work to the Philosophy of
Education Draws on a wide-range of philosophical sources, including the work of
'analytic' philosophers Donald Davidson, Ian Hacking, Peter Strawson, David
Wiggins, and Ludwig Wittgenstein Considers non-traditional ideas from Russian
philosophy and psychology, represented by Ilyenkov and Vygotsky Discusses
foundational philosophical ideas in a way that reveals their relevance to
educational theory and practice
Reasons and Recognition Jun 12 2021 Reasons and Recognition brings together
fourteen new papers on an array of topics from the many areas to which philosopher
Thomas Scanlon has made path-breaking contributions, each of which develops a
distinctive and independent position while critically engaging with central themes
from Scanlon's own work in the area.
Healing the Reason-Emotion Split Aug 22 2019 Healing the Reason-Emotion Split
draws on research from experimental psychology and neuroscience to dispel the myth
that reason should be heralded above emotion. Arguing that reason and emotion
mutually benefit our decision-making abilities, the book explores the idea that
understanding this relationship could have long-term advantages for our management
of society’s biggest problems. Levine reviews how reason and emotion operated in
historical movements such as the Enlightenment, Romanticism and 1960s'
counterculture, to conclude that a successful society would restore human
connection and foster compassion in economics and politics by equally utilizing
reason and emotion. Integrating discussion on classic and contemporary neurological
studies and using allegory, the book lays out the potential for societal change
through compassion, and would be of interest to psychologists concerned with social
implications of their fields, philosophy students, social activists, and religious
leaders.
The Engine of Reason, the Seat of the Soul Jan 19 2022 A new picture of the mind
is emerging, and explanations now exist for what has so long seemed mysterious.
This real understanding of how the biological brain works -- of how we work -- has
generated a mood of excitement that is shared in a half-dozen intersecting
disciplines. Philosopher Paul Churchland, who is widely known as a gifted teacher
and expository writer, explains these scientific developments in a simple,
authoritative, and pictorial fashion. He not only opens the door into the ongoing
research of the neurobiological and connectionist communities but goes further,

probing the social and moral dimensions of recent experimental results that assign
consciousness to all but the very simplest forms of animals.In a fast-paced,
entertaining narrative, replete with examples and numerous explanatory
illustrations, Churchland brings together an exceptionally broad range of
intellectual issues. He summarizes new results from neuroscience and recent work
with artificial neural networks that together suggest a unified set of answers to
questions about how the brain actually works; how it sustains a thinking, feeling,
dreaming self; and how it sustains a self-conscious person.Churchland first
explains the science -- the powerful role of vector coding in sensory
representation and pattern recognition, artificial neural networks that imitate
parts of the brain, recurrent networks, neural representation of the social world,
and diagnostic technologies and therapies for the brain in trouble. He then
explores the far-reaching consequences of the current neurocomputational
understanding of mind for our philosophical convictions, and for our social, moral,
legal, medical, and personal lives.Churchland's wry wit and skillful teaching style
are evident throughout. He introduces the remarkable representational power of a
single human brain, for instance, via a captivating brain/World-Trade-Tower TV
screen analogy. "Who can be watching this pixilated show?" Churchland queries; the
answer is a provocative "no one." And he has included a folded stereoscopic viewer,
attached to the inside back cover of the book, that readers can use to participate
directly in several revealing experiments concerning stereo vision.A Bradford Book
The Sovereignty of Reason Sep 03 2020 The Sovereignty of Reason is a survey of the
rule of faith controversy in seventeenth-century England. It examines the arguments
by which reason eventually became the sovereign standard of truth in religion and
politics, and how it triumphed over its rivals: Scripture, inspiration, and
apostolic tradition. Frederick Beiser argues that the main threat to the authority
of reason in seventeenth-century England came not only from dissident groups but
chiefly from the Protestant theology of the Church of England. The triumph of
reason was the result of a new theology rather than the development of natural
philosophy, which upheld the orthodox Protestant dualism between the heavenly and
earthly. Rationalism arose from a break with the traditional Protestant answers to
problems of salvation, ecclesiastical polity, and the true faith. Although the
early English rationalists were not able to defend all their claims on behalf of
reason, they developed a moral and pragmatic defense of reason that is still of
interest today. Beiser's book is a detailed examination of some neglected figures
of early modern philosophy, who were crucial in the development of modern
rationalism. There are chapters devoted to Richard Hooker, the Great Tew Circle,
the Cambridge Platonists, the early ethical rationalists, and the free-thinkers
John Toland and Anthony Collins. Originally published in 1996. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal
of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press
since its founding in 1905.
The Dream of Reason Dec 26 2019 Already a classic, this landmark account of early
Western thought now appears in a new edition with expanded coverage of the Middle
Ages. The Dream of Reason takes a fresh look at the writings of the great thinkers
of classic philosophy and questions many pieces of conventional wisdom. The book
invites comparison with Bertrand Russell's monumental History of Western
Philosophy, "but Gottlieb's book is less idiosyncratic and based on more recent
scholarship" (Colin McGinn, Los Angeles Times). A New York Times Notable Book, a
Los Angeles Times Best Book, and a Times Literary Supplement Best Book of 2001.
Tyranny of Reason Feb 20 2022 The astonishing success of the natural sciences in

the modern era has led many thinkers to assume that similar feats of knowledge and
power should be achievable in human affairs. That assumption, and the accompanying
notion that the methods of modern science ought to be applied to social and
political questions, have been at the heart of a number of prominent philosophical
schools in the modern age, and much of the politics of the past century. Is the
application of scientific logic to the study of human affairs philosophically
defensible? Does it aid or hinder our efforts at a genuine understanding of the
human world? Why have so many modern ideologies, including those responsible for
some of the greatest atrocities of the 20th century, advanced themselves under the
banner of science? Why, in other words, do we assume that modern science holds the
key to an understanding of human affairs? Are we right to make this assumption? And
what does the assumption mean for contemporary society and politics? Tyranny of
Reason, which is designed for the interested lay reader and for undergraduate or
beginning graduate students in the social sciences, attempts to answer these
important questions in the context of the history of philosophy.
The Principle of Reason Apr 22 2022 The Principle of Reason, the text of an
important and influential lecture course that Martin Heidegger gave in 1955-56,
takes as its focal point Leibniz's principle: nothing is without reason. Heidegger
shows here that the principle of reason is in fact a principle of being. Much of
his discussion is aimed at bringing his readers to the leap of thinking, which
enables them to grasp the principle of reason as a principle of being. This text
presents Heidegger's most extensive reflection on the notion of history and its
essence, the Geschick of being, which is considered on of the most important
developments in Heidegger's later thought. One of Heidegger's most artfully
composed texts, it also contains important discussions of language, translation,
reason, objectivity, and technology as well as remarkable readings of Leibniz,
Kant, Aristotle, and Goethe, among others.
The Gathering of Reason Oct 16 2021 This second edition of the author's classic
study of Kant's First Critique includes a new preface and extensive afterword.
The Age of Reason Jul 01 2020 Thomas Paine, defender of freedom, independence, and
rational common sense during America's turbulent revolutionary period, offers
insights into religion which ring sharply true more than two centuries later. This
unabridged edition of The Age of Reason sets forth Paine's provocative observations
on the place of religion in society.
The Fragmentation of Reason Nov 05 2020 From Descartes to Popper, philosophers
have criticized and tried to improve the strategies of reasoning invoked in science
and in everyday life. In recent years leading cognitive psychologists have painted
a detailed, controversial, and highly critical portrait of common sense reasoning.
Stephen Stich begins with a spirited defense of this work and a critique of those
writers who argue that widespread irrationality is a biological or conceptual
impossibility. Stich then explores the nature of rationality and irrationality:
What is it that distinguishes good reasoning from bad? He rejects the most widely
accepted approaches to this question approaches which unpack rationality by appeal
to truth, to reflective equilibrium or conceptual analysis. The alternative he
defends grows out of the pragmatic tradition in which reasoning is viewed as a
cognitive tool. Stich's version of pragmatism leads to a radical epistemic
relativism and he argues that the widespread abhorrence of relativism is ill
founded. Stephen Stich is Professor of Philosophy at Rutgers University and author
of From Folk Psychology to Cognitive Science.
Practices of Reason Aug 02 2020 This book offers new insights into the nature of
human rational capacities by engaging inferentialism with empirical research in the
cognitive sciences. Inferentialism advocates that humans’ unique kind of
intelligence is discursive and rooted in competencies to make, assess and justify
claims. This approach provides a rich source of valuable insights into the nature
of our rational capacities, but it is underdeveloped in important respects. For

example, little attempt has been made to assess inferentialism considering relevant
scientific research on human communication, cognition or reasoning. By engaging
philosophical and scientific approaches in a productive dialogue, this book shows
how we can better understand human rational capacities by comparing their
respective strengths and weaknesses. In this vein, the author critically revisits
and constructively develops central themes from the work of Robert Brandom and
other "language rationalists": the nature of the assertoric practice and its
connection to reasoned discourse, the linguistic constitution of the shared space
of reasons, the social nature and function of reasoning, the intersubjective roots
of social-normative practices and the nature of objective thought. Practices of
Reason will be of interest to scholars and advanced students working in philosophy
of mind, philosophy of language and philosophy of logic.
The Tragedy of Reason Jan 27 2020 The classical conception of reason (or logos)
has been repeatedly attacked in the modern era. Its enemies range from Descartes,
who complains that logos is not sufficiently useful or precise, to Derrida who
hopes to liberate Western thought from its bondage to "logocentrism." At least
since the time of Nietzsche, Plato has been damned as the chief architect of the
classical conception of logos. He is accused of overvaluing reason and thereby
devaluing the other, more human aspects of life. As it was originally formulated in
Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy, Plato has been taken to be the arch-enemy of
tragedy, which for Nietzsche was the most life-affirming of all the art forms of
Greek culture. Originally published in 1990, The Tragedy of Reason defends Plato
against his accusers. Employing a mode of exposition which exhibits Plato’s
position, Roochnik presents the Platonic conception of logos in confrontation with
texts by Homer, Hesiod, Heraclitus, Aristotle, Descartes, Porty, and Derrida. In
clear language, unencumbered by technical terminology, Roochnik shows that Platonic
conception of logos is keenly aware of the strength of its opponents. The result is
a presentation of Plato as a "tragic philosopher" whose conception of logos is
characterized by an affirmation of its own limits as well as its goodness.
The Authority of Reason Sep 27 2022 This challenging and provocative book argues
against much contemporary orthodoxy in philosophy and the social sciences by
showing why objectivity in the domain of ethics is really no different from the
objectivity of scientific knowledge. Many philosophers and social scientists have
challenged the idea that we act for objectively authoritative reasons. Jean Hampton
takes up the challenge by undermining two central assumptions of this contemporary
orthodoxy: that one can understand instrumental reasons without appeal to objective
authority, and that the adoption of the scientific world view requires no such
appeal. In the course of the book Jean Hampton examines moral realism, the general
nature of reason and norms, internalism and externalism, instrumental reasoning,
and the expected utility model of practical reasoning. The book is sure to prove to
be a seminal work in the theory of rationality that will be read by a broad swathe
of philosophers and social scientists.
Introduction, and Reason in common sense Jul 21 2019
Designing the City of Reason May 31 2020 With a practical approach to theory,
Designing the City of Reason offers new perspectives on how differing belief
systems and philosophical approaches impact on city design and development,
exploring how this has changed before, during and after the impact of modernism in
all its rationalism. Looking at the connections between abstract ideas and material
realities, this book provides a social and historical account of ideas which have
emerged out of the particular concerns and cultural contexts and which inform the
ways we live. By considering the changing foundations for belief and action, and
their impact on urban form, it follows the history and development of city design
in close conjunction with the growth of rationalist philosophy. Building on these
foundations, it goes on to focus on the implications of this for urban development,
exploring how public infrastructures of meaning are constructed and articulated

through the dimensions of time, space, meaning, value and action. With its wideranging subject matter and distinctive blend of theory and practice, this book
furthers the scope and range of urban design by asking new questions about the
cities we live in and the values and symbols which we assign to them.
The Man of Reason Sep 15 2021 This new edition of Genevieve Lloyd's classic study
of the maleness of reason in philosophy contains a new introduction and
bibliographical essay assessing the book's place in the explosion of writing and
gender since 1984.
Emotion, Imagination, and the Limits of Reason Feb 08 2021 The emotions pose many
philosophical questions. We don't choose them; they come over us spontaneously.
Sometimes emotions seem to get it wrong: we experience wrongdoing but do not feel
anger, feel fear but recognise there is no danger. Yet often we expect emotions to
be reasonable, intelligible and appropriate responses to certain situations. How do
we explain these apparent contradictions? Emotion, Imagination, and the Limits of
Reason presents a bold new picture of the emotions that challenges prevailing
philosophical orthodoxy. Talia Morag argues that too much emphasis has been placed
on the "reasonableness" of emotions and far too little on two neglected areas: the
imagination and the unconscious. She uses these to propose a new philosophical and
psychoanalytic conception of the emotions that challenges the perceived rationality
of emotions; views the emotions as fundamental to determining one's self-image; and
bases therapy on the ability to "listen" to one’s emotional episode as it occurs.
Emotion, Imagination, and the Limits of Reason is one of the first books to connect
philosophical research on the emotions to psychoanalysis. It will be essential
reading for those studying ethics, the emotions, moral psychology and philosophy of
psychology as well as those interested in psychoanalysis.
The Ways of Reason Aug 14 2021 This volume is a comprehensive collection of
critical essays on The Taming of the Shrew, and includes extensive discussions of
the play's various printed versions and its theatrical productions. Aspinall has
included only those essays that offer the most influential and controversial
arguments surrounding the play. The issues discussed include gender, authority,
female autonomy and unruliness, courtship and marriage, language and speech, and
performance and theatricality.
Restoration of Reason Apr 29 2020 Renaissance and Enlightenment philosophers
arbitrarily restricted reason, with disastrous consequences for human
understanding. This book explains why the restoration of reason to its full breadth
and power is in order.Montague Brown discusses how and why modern thought focused
its efforts too narrowly on one portion of the spectrum of realities with which
human reason ought to concern itself (truth) and so became incapable of handling
moral (goodness) and aesthetic (beauty) topics adequately. The new focus produced
unprecedented achievements in science and technology, but in other areas it
produced significant losses. Brown explains how pre-Enlightenment thought avoided
such narrowing and how post-Enlightenment philosophers have tried to redress it.
Finally, he presents his own classically grounded proposal. Philosophy and theology
students and thoughtful lay readers will appreciate this book.
The Cunning of Reason Jun 19 2019 This book is a philosophers' attempt to bring
together ideas put forward by economists, sociologists and political theorists. The
author begins by exploring the economist's assumption that action is rational if it
helps to achieve the agent's goals as efficiently as possible. The assumption is
explored with the aid of rational-choice theory and game-theory, but it is rejected
in the end for failing to account for the elements of trust and morality which
rational social life requires. A discussion of 'Rational Expectations' and of
'maximising' and 'satisficing' leads to a portrait of social actors as rational
role-players. Rationality is, finally, the expression of the self in a social
world. The book intervenes in intense current debates within and among several
disciplines. Its concern is with the true nature of social actors and the proper

character of social science. Its arguments are the more challenging for being
presented in a simple, incisive and lucid prose. It will be of particular interest
to philosophers, social theorists and social scientists interested in the
philosophical aspects of their discipline.
The Catholicity of Reason Feb 26 2020 The Catholicity of Reason explains the
"grandeur of reason," the recollection of which Benedict XVI has presented as one
of the primary tasks in Christian engagement with the contemporary world. While
postmodern thinkers -- religious and secular alike -- have generally sought to
respond to the hubris of Western thought by humbling our presumptuous claims to
knowledge, D. C. Schindler shows in this book that only a robust confidence in
reason can allow us to remain genuinely open both to God and to the deep mystery of
things. Drawing from both contemporary and classical theologians and philosophers,
Schindler explores the basic philosophical questions concerning truth, knowledge,
and being -- and proposes a new model for thinking about the relationship between
faith and reason. The reflections brought together in this book bring forth a
dramatic conception of human knowing that both strengthens our trust in reason and
opens our mind in faith.
The Destruction of Reason Oct 04 2020
The Enigma of Reason Jul 25 2022 If reason is so useful and reliable, why didn’t
it evolve in other animals and why do humans produce so much thoroughly reasoned
nonsense? Hugo Mercier and Dan Sperber argue that reason is not geared to solitary
use. It evolved to help justify our beliefs to others, evaluate their arguments,
and better exploit our uniquely rich social environment.
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